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Q1 Do you want the library space to include a coffee shop?
Answered: 172 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 172
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Q2 An actual person serving coffee (not just a vending machine)
Answered: 106 Skipped: 68
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# COMMENTS: DATE

1 I'm only supportive if it creates job opportunity. 1/2/2019 11:04 AM

2 I think it helps alot to have something to snack on or drink while using the facility or waiting for
someone especially for those who don't have a car like workers from cannery. kids or visitors.

12/26/2018 1:20 PM

3 If we are going to have a coffee shop make it good coffee with someone making it 12/21/2018 7:21 AM

4 No robots, please and thank you! 12/20/2018 1:35 PM

5 serve your self 12/20/2018 10:20 AM

6 If the vending machine has really good coffee it can work. If the vending machine option is low-
grade coffee, a person would be much better.

12/20/2018 8:21 AM

7 Having a real person there would enhance the community feel and make having the coffee shop
successful. The important part will require the person at the counter to be someone who will
engage the entire community, rather than certain segments.

12/20/2018 7:49 AM

8 I don't think you can really get the kind of coffee we like from a vending machine. 12/19/2018 4:30 PM
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Q3 Quality of the coffee drinks
Answered: 107 Skipped: 67
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# COMMENTS: DATE

1 Everybody bing own coffee we don't need to have coffee shop is library 1/8/2019 10:44 AM

2 It doesn't have to be Starbucks, but an Alaskan coffee brand would be great! 1/4/2019 9:12 AM

3 what would the point me of selling low quality products? 1/2/2019 11:04 AM

4 Basic type i think is fine as-long as we other selection of healthy drinks. 12/26/2018 1:20 PM

5 We want it to be good enough to attract folks to the library. 12/20/2018 1:35 PM

6 The menu and quality will be successful as long as it is simple and consistent. 12/20/2018 12:08 PM

7 See above 12/20/2018 8:21 AM
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Q4 Food available for purchase
Answered: 105 Skipped: 69
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# COMMENTS: DATE

1 Isd library not Restaurant 1/8/2019 10:44 AM

2 Nothing fancy, but maybe from local bakeries but supplemented from Safeway when needed is
probably fine.

1/4/2019 9:12 AM

3 Only if it is healthy and possibly homemade products. Again, it's about creating job opportunities. 1/2/2019 11:04 AM

4 cookies, healthy snacks (nuts, fruit or mix nuts), sandwich etc. 12/26/2018 1:20 PM

5 It adds to the draw of the shop if there are a variety of things to purchase. 12/20/2018 1:35 PM

6 Having simple and quick items would be a great addition. 12/20/2018 12:08 PM

7 Biscotti or muffins, but not a full-blown bakery 12/20/2018 8:21 AM

8 Depends on the food and if it is allowed in the side rooms, needs to be allowd. If the books can be
brought into the coffee shop area? Probably after a trial run. If there is a sitdown area at the coffee
shop? yes for sure.

12/20/2018 7:49 AM
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Q5 Cafe tables
Answered: 105 Skipped: 69
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1 There’s no where to sit and do work in this town with internet where you can have drinks and study
in the whole town

1/8/2019 12:53 PM

2 Tables for using WI-Fi not for coffee 1/8/2019 10:44 AM

3 If no food or beverages are allowed inside the library this is important to offering this service. 1/2/2019 11:04 AM

4 Counters by a window 12/29/2018 12:10 PM

5 a cafe table would be nice, but if it became a "cafe" it would be to loud for the library, maybe in a
room would work

12/26/2018 8:07 PM

6 should have tables and comfortable seating a place to sit and talk a little louder than you can
inside the library but where you could also read with your coffee.

12/21/2018 7:21 AM

7 So it can be a co-working space for homework or the self-employed or bloggers. 12/20/2018 1:35 PM

8 This way it differentiates from the library tables and allows individuals to go sit in the cafe area and
chat or meet for work, etc.

12/20/2018 12:08 PM

9 I don't know what the Library policy on food and drink is but it would be important to be able to go
to the lounge or study areas with coffee.

12/20/2018 10:51 AM

10 Where else would we sit? 12/20/2018 8:21 AM

11 If there is food, then for sure. If there is just coffee, then just a handful of tables. Think Starbucks
in a Barnes and Nobel

12/20/2018 7:49 AM

12 As long as there's a place to sit and chat, as well as set down a coffee to read/work, it should be
fine.

12/19/2018 4:30 PM
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63.86% 106

36.14% 60

Q6 If available, would you enjoy a place to eat your own snacks in the
library?

Answered: 166 Skipped: 8

TOTAL 166

# TELL US MORE IF YOU WANT! DATE

1 Its giod for kids to have little snack while doing there homework. 1/12/2019 7:49 AM

2 if you introduce coffee and snacks I believe it opens the doors for people seeking refuge. a lot 
more loitering, there's already a problem with people parking in the parking lot just for the Wi-
Fi (comment edited)**.

1/10/2019 7:00 AM

3 Enjoying snacks in a separate area is nice. But we should remember this is a library. Libraries
don't typically have food and beverages allowed in the building. If there is some sort of recreational
room where reading materials don't go, then I can understand snacks being permitted in that
room.

1/10/2019 4:35 AM

4 That will be good for the children to eat when they are hungry 1/9/2019 8:36 PM

5 If food and beverage are not allowed in the library an option for a place to eat them would be nice
:)

1/9/2019 9:16 AM

6 Do not turn the library into a flop house with food and drink. 1/8/2019 1:33 PM

7 A place with tables, comfy chairs, and internet like a typical coffee shop would be awesome for
people doing school work

1/8/2019 12:54 PM

8 This is not necessary for me, but maybe it is for some who walk from the other side, or require a
taxi to get places. If someone doesn't have a car and they are on this side, it may be good to have
a space to eat their own snacks. I am not in favor of a coffee shop at all. I don't think a public entity
like a library should compete in the private market, and we already have several places to get
coffee (Vy's, Willow Bean, Safeway, AK Ship, the Grand, more?)

1/8/2019 12:33 PM

9 I think the conference room in the back is plenty of space to eat. 1/8/2019 11:57 AM

10 Enjoy the place is library is not a restaurant we used for study not for food 1/8/2019 10:45 AM

11 when in class a place to have a snack while a lecture is in progress 1/4/2019 9:34 AM

12 I believe this will be a good place to visit especially for those older people or visitors to grab some
snack and use the facility.

12/26/2018 1:26 PM

13 I don't feel the need to eat while I'm at the library. 12/24/2018 10:34 AM

14 You eat at a restaurant or at home. Use the library as a library. 12/22/2018 2:12 AM

15 I love to take my kids to the library on rainy days but it is hard when they cannot eat there at all. 12/21/2018 7:22 AM

16 I think the library should be for reading and studying and such. If people want to eat or drink coffee
they should visit one of the private businesses that provide this service. The City should not
duplicate and complete with private enterprise.

12/20/2018 1:50 PM
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17 That would be good for the kids who go there after school to do homework and wait for their
parents to get off of work. I hear a lot that kids are hungry between school and being able to go
home.

12/20/2018 1:36 PM

18 A library should be used as a library not an internet café. 12/20/2018 1:17 PM

19 I know quite a few students that come right over to the library after sports practice throughout the
week and may be valuable for them to have a space where they can quietly have a snack, or if a
family is visiting the library and a child needs a quick snack.

12/20/2018 12:09 PM

20 People are far too messy to have food in the Library! 12/20/2018 11:13 AM

21 I can eat at home if this is cost prohibitive. 12/20/2018 10:11 AM

22 In the coffee shop area if there is no food in the coffee shop. If there is food, bringing your own is
poor taste.

12/20/2018 7:54 AM

23 It’s not necessary to eat in the library. 12/19/2018 8:31 PM

24 Chips 12/19/2018 6:28 PM

25 I said no to a coffee shop but I would not mind a place with some Kuregs and such. 12/19/2018 6:13 PM

26 Is going to small like restaurant is library lol 12/19/2018 5:30 PM
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Q7 Spaces that are very quiet
Answered: 167 Skipped: 7
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# COMMENTS: DATE

1 Needed for reading, studying, and writing separate from kids and teen areas. 1/8/2019 1:57 PM

2 Is library is be quiet and relax 1/8/2019 10:53 AM

3 Quite space for some area but needs to socialize too. 12/26/2018 1:58 PM

4 Separate closed door room requiring Phones off, no talking at all, equipped with lounge chairs or
other comfortable seating

12/20/2018 3:39 PM

5 Shhhh! People are doing deep thinking and concentrating on reading and some people need quiet
to do that.

12/20/2018 1:44 PM

6 For studying, research, reading, thinking, etc. There are few places like this now-a-days. 12/20/2018 12:58 PM
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Q8 Spaces that can be more social
Answered: 164 Skipped: 10
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# COMMENTS: DATE

1 The library does not need any open social areas. Social needs could be kept in small meeting
space area.

1/8/2019 1:57 PM

2 Yes always is gping to be social 1/8/2019 10:53 AM

3 Library isn't for social gathering. 1/7/2019 1:42 PM

4 this is important to the kids that hang out at the library. having a separate space for kids and adults
would be very important here.

1/2/2019 11:10 AM

5 only if there was a cafe i suppose 12/26/2018 8:12 PM

6 We live in a small island, we need a little space to enjoy cause life is to short. 12/26/2018 1:58 PM

7 This is important for kids who are collaborating on homework or projects. 12/20/2018 1:44 PM

8 Important for chatting, socializing with others, etc. This should include kid and family areas. 12/20/2018 12:58 PM
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Q9 Additional parking
Answered: 166 Skipped: 8
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# COMMENTS: DATE

1 Although I've seen the library very busy, I have never seen the parking lot completely full. 1/10/2019 4:39 AM

2 Never seen the Library parking full. 1/9/2019 9:16 AM

3 For nos is fine but in the future few more parking is be good 1/8/2019 10:53 AM

4 i have always seen ample parking 12/26/2018 8:12 PM

5 It would be nice, but we know our area was limited. 12/26/2018 1:58 PM

6 I've never had a problem finding a parking space, but I understand that during certain special
events it could be a problem.

12/24/2018 10:39 AM

7 I have never had difficulty finding parking, but if this is an issue, by all means! 12/20/2018 2:10 PM

8 The lot is pretty small but I think at least 30% of the patrons arrive by cab or walk. 12/20/2018 1:44 PM

9 I think there is a good amount of parking already that exist. 12/20/2018 12:14 PM

10 Parking lots are fine, It would be nice if they renovate the entrance way of the library actually, it's
hard for big/long vehicles to get in.

12/20/2018 10:28 AM

11 I have never seen the parking lot completely full and have always found a space to park. 12/20/2018 10:15 AM

12 Parking at the back of the building is still ok. Perhaps paving the area? 12/20/2018 8:25 AM

13 The library have a good parking space now. 12/19/2018 8:34 PM

14 On a day to day basis, parking seems sufficient. It's only big events that max it out. 12/19/2018 4:36 PM
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Q10 Additional sidewalk connections
Answered: 163 Skipped: 11
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# COMMENTS: DATE

1 Don't understand this question - to where? The library is bounded by a creek and a hill and it is
already connected to the main road, senior center, with a foot-only bridge to PCR. I would like to
see a path/trail built around the Unalaska Lake. Perhaps that could start at the library.

1/11/2019 2:55 PM

2 Would like to see it cleared more from ice. Walking to the library is very challenging when there is
a lot of ice.

1/9/2019 9:16 AM

3 i have had no problem 12/26/2018 8:12 PM

4 Connected to Senior , so they can get out and spend time at the library. 12/26/2018 1:58 PM

5 As long as we can walk on the grass I don't feel the need for more sidewalks. Sidewalks can be
icier and more slippery than grass when it's freezing outside.

12/24/2018 10:39 AM

6 Again, N/A to me at this time 12/20/2018 2:10 PM

7 Many people walk to the library. It's kind of dicey for walkers where Eleanor Drive and Airport
Beach Road connect.

12/20/2018 1:44 PM

8 It would be nice to connect from past the post office to the library without crossing roads. 12/20/2018 10:15 AM

9 In the winter months good sidewalks for a safe walk to parking lots and the school are very
important.

12/20/2018 8:25 AM
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Q11 Windows that can open for ventilation
Answered: 164 Skipped: 10
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# COMMENTS: DATE

1 The building has an HVAC system so there is no need to open the windows., 1/8/2019 1:57 PM

2 Yes please beacuse sometimes small really bad inside the library 1/8/2019 10:53 AM

3 Light is important 1/4/2019 9:15 AM

4 The library is always hot and stuffy 1/2/2019 11:10 AM

5 i have had no problem with ventilation 12/26/2018 8:12 PM

6 I don't think we get enough hot weather here to require fresh air for ventilation. 12/24/2018 10:39 AM

7 The building mechanical systems should provide for suffecient ventilation so what windows do not
have to be opened.

12/20/2018 1:53 PM

8 It's nice to get fresh air into the building. If there is no air handler, this is more important than a 3.
More like 8.

12/20/2018 1:44 PM

9 That is what the building ventilation system is for. Patrons vary in their preference of temperatures.
Hard to please them all.

12/20/2018 12:58 PM
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Q12 Windows that do not open but do let in light
Answered: 161 Skipped: 13
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1 Some natural light is always nice in a building. 1/8/2019 1:57 PM

2 windowa can be open all the time 1/8/2019 10:53 AM

3 Light is important, possibly have more of it. 1/4/2019 9:15 AM

4 i love natural light 12/26/2018 8:12 PM

5 I like as much natural light as possible. 12/24/2018 10:39 AM

6 Natural light is a great bonus! 12/20/2018 2:10 PM

7 Natural light is necessary for good physical and mental health. Natural light makes people happier. 12/20/2018 1:44 PM

8 Rooms should be well lit or use ambient light, esp. in areas for reading, studying, etc. 12/20/2018 12:58 PM
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Q13 Small meeting rooms (4 people)
Answered: 164 Skipped: 10
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# COMMENTS: DATE

1 several are needed for this size and some single study areas are very needed. 1/8/2019 1:57 PM

2 Yes small groups ia good and not to much noise 1/8/2019 10:53 AM

3 Could be used for study groups for students. 12/27/2018 8:29 PM

4 study groups 12/26/2018 8:12 PM

5 more than 4 people 12/26/2018 1:58 PM

6 If I want to meet with that few of people I can do it at home. 12/24/2018 10:39 AM

7 If there is a place for "socializing", a meeting of 4 people could happen in that space. 12/20/2018 1:44 PM

8 would be great for a homework or work meeting. 12/20/2018 12:14 PM

9 At least 2 12/20/2018 8:25 AM

10 Not necessary if there is already a conference room 12/19/2018 8:34 PM
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Q14 Medium-sized meeting rooms (8-12 people)
Answered: 165 Skipped: 9
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# COMMENTS: DATE

1 need at least one 1/8/2019 1:57 PM

2 Is the same is good for doing homework 1/8/2019 10:53 AM

3 i dont know what kind of meetings that would be held, more study groups? 12/26/2018 8:12 PM

4 I attend meetings at the library and appreciate having a room that holds all of the attendees. 12/20/2018 1:44 PM

5 At least 1 12/20/2018 8:25 AM

6 Conference room can accommodate small and large groups 12/19/2018 8:34 PM
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Q15 Large conference room (more than 30 people)
Answered: 165 Skipped: 9
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# COMMENTS: DATE

1 The current room used for a conference room is to small for many of the events. 1/8/2019 1:57 PM

2 we have big events is really good 1/8/2019 10:53 AM

3 i don's see that being a use, but i dont know if business' would "rent" a room 12/26/2018 8:12 PM

4 Meetings of this size could be held at the school auditorium or the council chambers or the WW2
museum auditorium.

12/20/2018 1:44 PM

5 The one that exists is sufficient enough 12/20/2018 12:14 PM

6 The conference room now is very tight. 12/19/2018 4:36 PM
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Q16 Coffee shop space
Answered: 165 Skipped: 9
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# COMMENTS: DATE

1 this question seems like it should be part of the coffee shop questions in question 1, so i'm not
really sure what it is asking

1/9/2019 1:25 PM

2 No need for food or drink in a library. Do not waste preciouse space on this. Do not compete with
local business.

1/8/2019 1:57 PM

3 we don't need to open a coffee shop is library not restaurant 1/8/2019 10:53 AM

4 why? A nice lounge area would be nice, but the noise and garbage of a coffee shop outside a
small community library is not necessary.

1/7/2019 1:06 PM

5 Only if it creates the opportunity for jobs or allows a space for a small business to rent a city space
to create a privately owned small business.

1/2/2019 11:10 AM

6 if there was a cafe it would need space 12/26/2018 8:12 PM

7 Learn and enjoy! 12/26/2018 1:58 PM

8 It is a library. Keep it that way. 12/22/2018 2:15 AM

9 It's a library. People go there to read, or use the internet. A coffee shop is not important. 12/21/2018 8:09 AM

10 I do like the idea of a lounge area with fireplace, but the presence of coffee and snacks doesn't
bother me either way

12/20/2018 2:10 PM

11 City should not compete with private enterprize. People should come to the Library to do library
things not to eat or drink.

12/20/2018 1:53 PM

12 I would love to see this amenity included. The school kids could run it or the city could have a
contract vendor do it and not employees of the City.

12/20/2018 1:44 PM

13 It should not be an internet cafe. 12/20/2018 1:19 PM

14 Not sure on this one. There are advantages and disadvantages. 12/20/2018 12:58 PM

15 The right environment invites patrons to get a cup and stay a while, reading, working, being
productive and happy.

12/20/2018 8:25 AM
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Q17 Did we forget anything that is very important to you?
Answered: 67 Skipped: 107

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Musical CDs 1/15/2019 8:36 AM

2 If there is a coffee shop, then more parking spaces, otherwise no. 1/15/2019 8:35 AM

3 N/A 1/15/2019 8:33 AM

4 X-Box and Playstation Rental. At cost perhaps. 1/15/2019 8:31 AM

5 Children's room 1/15/2019 8:14 AM

6 Nope, all was covered. 1/15/2019 8:10 AM

7 Spaces we are allowed to talk :) 1/15/2019 8:09 AM

8 Fast wifi 1/15/2019 8:04 AM

9 We need to have a teen room or play room and we need fast internet and new fast computers. 1/15/2019 8:02 AM

10 We need places to talk! We should have resources in the work room and at least a computer in
each.

1/15/2019 7:52 AM

11 Fast wifi!!! 1/15/2019 7:50 AM

12 Study area open 24/7 - study for school, etc. 1/14/2019 4:41 PM

13 The coffee shop should not be run by the city. It should be run by a person that wants a business.
Also there should be a play place for kids so they don't have to be so quiet.

1/14/2019 4:32 PM

14 No. 1/14/2019 4:27 PM

15 No 1/14/2019 4:25 PM

16 Separate room for different ages, teen room 1/14/2019 4:20 PM

17 No, I'm not sure. 1/14/2019 4:08 PM

18 Room for more books!! 10 1/14/2019 3:59 PM

19 I would like to see the Library set up a city archive project 1/11/2019 2:55 PM

20 No 1/10/2019 7:43 PM

21 Book space. Meeting rooms are helpful but more space for more books would be great. The space
to carry more library materials is needed. Not just coffee shop space and miscellaneous rooms.

1/10/2019 4:39 AM

22 Fast internet! 1/9/2019 8:37 PM

23 none 1/9/2019 2:58 PM

24 No 1/9/2019 2:42 PM

25 I think as long as there is a place to eat. And a different place to just sit and read. 1/9/2019 2:17 PM

26 no self checkout. i like our library service the way it is and would rather spend money on
something else. some libraries incorporate large aquariums to stimulate thought yet they are quiet.
i think it would be nice to have one here, especially since fish are the crux of our community.
however the maintenance or need for a professional to take care of it and the fish are missing on
the island.

1/9/2019 1:25 PM

27 Books in general, and the Used Books (Friends of the Library) room in particular. 1/9/2019 1:21 PM

28 Kids area. Like there is now but larger with more learning activities :) 1/9/2019 9:18 AM

29 No. 1/9/2019 9:16 AM

30 No. 1/8/2019 6:06 PM

31 No 1/8/2019 5:27 PM

32 study carousels, at least one room for online testing-proctoring tests and more than on video
confrence setup. more space for books! Keep the friends of the library book room as it serves a
need for most of the boat crews!

1/8/2019 1:57 PM

33 A fake fireplace with chairs around it or just comfy chairs for people to sit and read quietly. I love
the idea of 4-6 people small group study rooms would be nice to allow food in there like most
college libraries. Good place to group study or a quiet place to write a paper and get work done
solo without distractions. We would really benefit from several small study rooms. Also it allows
people to be separate from the kids which can be noisy. Make the rooms reservable as well that
way people don’t hog them.

1/8/2019 12:59 PM
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34 I would like have a big library, open windows nice furniture easy to clean open space not Food
because is going to small like restaurant ,small conference rooms for small groups, and for big
events also. new face to the library for the building

1/8/2019 10:53 AM

35 A lot more selections of magazine & journals & newspapers. 1/7/2019 1:42 PM

36 Children's area to explore, read, lounge and become comfortable and respectful in a library is
extremely important to this community.

1/7/2019 1:06 PM

37 1.specific places to charge mobile devices 2.Large conference room with a place to put a smart
board. I .E. For instance a place for a UAF class that can hold more than 25 people.

1/4/2019 9:38 AM

38 Make sure it reflects the traditional people of this area, maybe working with the Museum and
National Parks to have information relevant to the area. Also public art installations! We need more
art in this community.

1/4/2019 9:15 AM

39 I think separating the kids and adults that use the facility as well as more supervision of this is very
important.

1/2/2019 11:10 AM

40 chairs that are high enough that you don't have to stoop down to sit in them in the area of
periodicals Be nice if the library was not a kindergarten for children and some areas oriented
towards adults

12/31/2018 9:22 AM

41 If a cafe were to be impletmented it would need an area of its own, they are normally loud and
would interfere with library goers. Look at Barnes and noble fore example, they have a cafe in one
area and then the rest is for a quieter read

12/26/2018 8:12 PM

42 music at the coffee shop 12/26/2018 1:58 PM

43 Not that I can think of. 12/24/2018 10:39 AM

44 Kids area 12/23/2018 6:54 PM

45 Small Auditorium! 12/22/2018 2:44 PM

46 Don't include coffee or snacks/food 12/22/2018 2:15 AM

47 no 12/21/2018 9:37 AM

48 If you decide against a coffee shop the most important thing would be a place to sit and chat with
friends where we don't have to be super quiet. we could meet and read together and enjoy each
other's company.

12/21/2018 7:24 AM

49 What we have is very nice for a community our size. Money could be better spent on other
infrastructure improvements.

12/20/2018 4:30 PM

50 I would like to see an atrium or something that is a nice quiet place with nice windows to read. 12/20/2018 1:53 PM

51 Thank you for asking! 12/20/2018 1:44 PM

52 Large children's room 12/20/2018 1:15 PM

53 How about a searchable, frequently up-dated list of all DVDs available for check-out. 12/20/2018 11:15 AM

54 High speed internet. Fiber to Unalaska! 12/20/2018 10:55 AM

55 Renovate the Entrance way of the Library for big/long vehicles to get in. 12/20/2018 10:28 AM

56 Theater would be nice 12/20/2018 10:25 AM

57 Considered protection for Hudson room, pricing out a non water alternative just for the one room,
or at least heavy fire doors. Rest of the library is pretty replaceable.

12/20/2018 8:25 AM

58 I love the library, and a good coffee shop could make it perfect. 12/20/2018 8:25 AM

59 Working Computer to see card catalog/check inventory 12/19/2018 7:56 PM

60 Increase the inventory of youth non fiction. 12/19/2018 6:59 PM

61 Space for teens to talk without getting in trouble 12/19/2018 6:35 PM

62 Updated books! More current selections for audiobooks 12/19/2018 6:30 PM

63 Places for teenagers to be social and talk to their friends quietly. 12/19/2018 6:29 PM

64 An enhanced children's space with a few more activity items. I like the current wall toy that can
keep a young toddler active while you read to you other children.

12/19/2018 6:15 PM

65 More Christian book selection, nonfiction. 12/19/2018 5:40 PM

66 Please not food is library 12/19/2018 5:32 PM

67 Appealing spaces make people want to linger more. Maybe updated, comfortable furniture. 12/19/2018 4:36 PM
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49.10% 82

31.14% 52

19.76% 33

Q18 How often would you use self check-out if available? (see image
below)

Answered: 167 Skipped: 7

TOTAL 167

# COMMENTS: DATE

1 Bad economic strategy 1/15/2019 8:32 AM

2 But I'm also about staff keeping their jobs 1/15/2019 8:14 AM

3 Please! (comment edited**) 1/15/2019 7:57 AM

4 I like talking to the librarians. I check out a lot of books and DVDs - I am there once or twice a
week. I have never had to wait in line. I think adding self check out is a waste of time and money.
Do the staff that work there have so much to do that they don't have time to interact with the
people that use the library?

1/11/2019 2:58 PM

5 We definitely need one! I would prefer to check out without asking for help.(comment edited**) 1/9/2019 8:38 PM

6 Don't know--have never tried it! 1/9/2019 1:22 PM

7 If I was in a hurry I might use it but I like chatting with my friendly librarian. I think it is a good idea 
to have as an option

1/9/2019 9:20 AM

8 How cost effective is this? Does it do away with a staff postion? 1/8/2019 1:58 PM

9 I’ve worked with them before they are not reliable and as a town we need to provide our people
with jobs. Also it’s not a big deal to wait 3 min in line the staff is fast, friendly, and helpful

1/8/2019 1:01 PM

10 I would prefer the current way, but I would use self check-out if necessary 1/8/2019 12:35 PM

11 every day 1/8/2019 10:54 AM

12 i'm not sure the convenience or small usage number would be worth the expense. It also removes
the personal nature of the checkout for our seasonal population knowing that they can ask for help
when needed and they their actions are being monitored as to avoid property loss.

1/7/2019 4:44 PM

13 Library providing jobs and also workers keeping an eye out for the libary 12/31/2018 9:24 AM

14 Not a big deal 12/29/2018 12:13 PM

15 that would be awesome, i used at the grocery. 12/26/2018 2:00 PM

16 I prefer interacting with people 12/24/2018 10:39 AM

17 Probably only would use it if there was a line to check out with the staff member at the desk.
Otherwise, I'd check out from library staff.

12/20/2018 1:28 PM

18 Comment removed.** 12/20/2018 8:47 AM

Often

Occasionally

Never

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Often

Occasionally

Never
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19 It is so much easier, and I think it would be good for my stepson too. 12/20/2018 8:25 AM

20 Bad idea though. Money can be spent more wisely. People should have face to face contact with
librarians. Less likely to steal/damage books.

12/19/2018 8:01 PM

21 I do not feel that we have THAT big of a demand for the cost of the machine, up keep (updates
and general problems) and loss of valuable space. If we had wait lines it would be a different
story.

12/19/2018 4:50 PM

22 Most likely every time. 12/19/2018 4:33 PM

23 only if there was a line 12/19/2018 4:27 PM
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75.15% 124

29.70% 49

21.82% 36

9.70% 16

25.45% 42

Q19 Please choose the area where library computers should be located.
Select the two (2) locations that are most desirable to you.

Answered: 165 Skipped: 9

Total Respondents: 165

# COMMENTS: DATE

1 Please do NOT locate computers in the Hudson Room. 1/14/2019 4:00 PM

2 children's library should also have computers 1/9/2019 2:05 PM

3 i don't see the need for a separate room. i'd like to see open spaces and well thought out use
groups, such as stepping down the uses from computers to youth areas rather than have them
next to quiet areas.

1/9/2019 1:30 PM

4 Kids/Teens computer room must be separate from adults. 1/9/2019 8:56 AM

5 Doesnt matter to me. I dont need privacy. 1/8/2019 2:42 PM

6 I do not have strong feelings about the location of the computers. The current arrangement
appears to be okay but to be honest I don't use them.

1/8/2019 11:49 AM

7 Is better away for the front desk 1/8/2019 10:55 AM

8 I would like to see an area that you could also be used as a place to have a computer class room
for learning subjects like MS Office and other popular business and technical applications. That is
an area specifically designed to be used to teach technology applications.

1/4/2019 9:43 AM

9 the way it is now is nice 12/26/2018 8:14 PM

10 Attached photo please. 12/26/2018 2:04 PM

11 Where they are now is fine. 12/20/2018 4:31 PM

12 I do like that there are educational kids games in the kids space. It allows parents to do their own
work/reading while their kids are engaged.

12/20/2018 2:12 PM

13 In a "loud" place for kids and a quiet place for adults really are the main to factors in my opinion. 12/20/2018 8:27 AM

14 Also inside the kids area. It's impossible for a mom to use a library computer to do anything
without disturbing the other patrons.

12/19/2018 4:39 PM

Inside a
separate...

In the main
library spac...

In the main
library away...

In the Hudson
Room

In the Teen
Area
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Inside a separate computer room

In the main library space, near the circulation desk

In the main library away from the circulation desk

In the Hudson Room

In the Teen Area
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15 tablets would be nice to check book and movie reviews 12/19/2018 4:36 PM
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8.23% 13

16.46% 26

9.49% 15

7.59% 12

5.06% 8

53.16% 84

Q20 How often do you want or need to talk on your cell phone while
working on a computer at the library?

Answered: 158 Skipped: 16

TOTAL 158

# COMMENTS: DATE

1 I don't use the computers at the library, I hear the internet connection is way too slow to be of
much use.

1/11/2019 3:00 PM

2 I do not need this because I have other places to use this. however i think this is a very strong
need because of the large international and processing community here. they rely on the library's
free wifi to stay in touch with family. so we need to design an area, i believe external to the library
but with some shelter, designed specifically with this user group in mind. the library's wifi service
needs to be strengthened as well. i don't like offering something that is only mediocre. we wouldn't
put half torn up books on the shelf, why offer sketchy weak wifi service?

1/9/2019 1:30 PM

3 Never. If I need to talk to someone I can always schedule my call either before and after my use on
the computer. Keep cell phones turned off in the library. I do not want to hear someone elses
conversation! People in general talk way to loud when using a cell phone.

1/8/2019 2:01 PM

4 Never cell phone calls do not need to take place at the library. Maybe in a private room but it’s very
distracting to people reading or doing school work

1/8/2019 1:02 PM

5 Texting is best in the library, or someone could go in the hall or outside to talk. 1/8/2019 12:36 PM

6 Is not really important 1/8/2019 10:55 AM

7 sometimes business or personal work requires assistance from someone via cell phone (ie.
working through a credit card charge dispute)

1/7/2019 4:45 PM

8 Not at all. 1/7/2019 1:46 PM

9 I actually haven't needed to use the computers at the library. 12/24/2018 10:41 AM

Every day

A few times a
week

About once a
week

A few times a
month

Once a month

Less than once
a month
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A few times a month

Once a month

Less than once a month
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10 Not at all. 12/23/2018 6:56 PM

11 All phone use should be outside 12/20/2018 3:43 PM

12 I haven't used the computers at the library but, if a person was using the space for work, they most
likely will need to be at a computer and on the phone at the same time and we should try to
accommodate that need.

12/20/2018 1:46 PM

13 Would be nice to have the ability 12/20/2018 12:15 PM

14 I dont usually use the library for the internet. 12/20/2018 8:28 AM

15 I would say sometimes, not a few times a week, because I don't use the library every day, but I
use my cell phone most of the days I use the library.

12/20/2018 8:27 AM

16 Never 12/19/2018 6:49 PM

17 Go outside to talk on a cell phone. 12/19/2018 4:33 PM
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42.86% 69

49.07% 79

55.90% 90

44.10% 71

Q21 What type of seating would you like to see more of at the library?
Select the two (2) seating options that are most important to you.

(Example images below)
Answered: 161 Skipped: 13

Total Respondents: 161

# COMMENTS: DATE

1 I think we need to keep two things in mind here. first are the elderly; seating that is easy to adjust
for them or is already designed with weakening knees, hips, and joints in mind. The second is the
processor user group. no point installing beautiful furniture that can easily be damaged or require
a lot of maintenance when they might just come in covered in fish guts or whatever their job is. not
sure how to address this at all, or if it's even been a problem. i remember a library where i lived in
a metro area bought beautiful leather lounge furniture that reclined. homeless people would camp
out in this area and other users wouldn't go near it. the situation created a heated issue about how
the city treated less fortunate, etc.

1/9/2019 1:33 PM

2 I like to be comfy in a library. They have always just been a really cozy home away from home. I
would suggest leather/pleather comfy seats though so they can be sanitized because there are
always lice outbreaks on our island.

1/9/2019 9:24 AM

3 all 1/8/2019 10:56 AM

4 I also think more table study space is needed in the main library. Where 2-4 people can sit to work
on group projects or an individual can spread out for an extended study/work session.

1/7/2019 4:47 PM

5 What is there now could be tweaked without a great deal of cost. 12/20/2018 4:32 PM

6 Whatever you do, please get rid of those horribly uncomfortable pink chairs in the conference
room.

12/20/2018 10:18 AM

7 Some good chairs for the lounge seating. None of the school principals office chairs. Also
something sturdy enough to sit/lean on the armrest

12/20/2018 8:31 AM

8 Maybe even a rocking chair! 12/20/2018 8:26 AM

9 Chairs with high backs 12/19/2018 7:10 PM

10 Do not forget about left handed people! 12/19/2018 6:50 PM

Ergonomic task
chairs (with...

Tablet arm
chairs

Soft lounge
seating for ...

Soft lounge
couch or ben...
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Ergonomic task chairs (with wheels) at desks and computers

Tablet arm chairs

Soft lounge seating for one person

Soft lounge couch or bench for multiple people
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11 mix of all would be nice in different areas. I am sure it would be expensive... 12/19/2018 4:54 PM
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14.91% 24

4.97% 8

80.12% 129

Q22 Please choose the sentence that is most often true for you when you
visit the library in the SUMMER.

Answered: 161 Skipped: 13

TOTAL 161

The library is
too warm for...

The library is
too cold for...

The
temperature ...
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ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

The library is too warm for me in the summer.

The library is too cold for me in the summer.

The temperature in the library is fine in the summer.
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7.45% 12

14.29% 23

78.26% 126

Q23 Please choose the sentence that is most often true for you when you
visit the library in the WINTER.

Answered: 161 Skipped: 13

TOTAL 161

# DO YOU HAVE ANYTHING ELSE TO ADD ABOUT THE TEMPERATURE OF THE LIBRARY? DATE

1 i think the issue, if there is one, is the number of air changes per hour. it can seem stuffy in the
summer, but it's never seemed too warm.

1/9/2019 1:34 PM

2 Use temperature control and HVAC system should be done with the maintenance staff if there is a
issue with the temperature.

1/8/2019 2:05 PM

3 The temp. in the winter is fine, but I would like to have a fire place to be cozy while I am reading 1/4/2019 9:46 AM

4 I can't say that I've ever noticed it being too warm or too cool. 12/24/2018 10:42 AM

5 Honestly, dont usually spend enough time for the internal temp to matter. Should be comfortable
for staff.

12/20/2018 8:34 AM

6 both seasons I wear a coat so it is really hard for me to answer both questions 12/19/2018 4:56 PM

The library is
too warm for...

The library is
too cold for...

The
temperature ...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

The library is too warm for me in the winter.

The library is too cold for me in the winter.

The temperature in the library is fine in the winter.
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28.57% 46

31.06% 50

22.98% 37

17.39% 28

Q24 How often do you come to the library?
Answered: 161 Skipped: 13

TOTAL 161

3 times per
week or more

1-2 times per
week

1-3 times per
month

About 1 time
per month or...
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1.25% 2

5.00% 8

12.50% 20

10.63% 17

30.63% 49

31.25% 50

8.75% 14

Q25 How old are you?
Answered: 160 Skipped: 14

TOTAL 160
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41-60 years

60+ years
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13.04% 21

22.36% 36

14.91% 24

49.69% 80

Q26 How many years have you lived in Unalaska? Seasonally or full
time.

Answered: 161 Skipped: 13

TOTAL 161

0-1 years

2-5 years

6-10 years

11 years or
more
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Q27 Is there anything else you want to tell us?
Answered: 66 Skipped: 108

# DATE

1 1/15/2019 8:37 AM

2 1/15/2019 8:32 AM

3 1/15/2019 8:22 AM

4 1/15/2019 8:17 AM

5 1/15/2019 8:12 AM

6 1/15/2019 8:11 AM

7 1/15/2019 8:04 AM

8 1/15/2019 8:03 AM

9 1/15/2019 7:58 AM

10 1/15/2019 7:55 AM

11 1/15/2019 7:53 AM

12 1/15/2019 7:51 AM

13 1/15/2019 7:47 AM

14 1/14/2019 4:40 PM

15 1/14/2019 4:38 PM

16 1/14/2019 4:33 PM

17 1/14/2019 4:30 PM

18 1/14/2019 4:28 PM

19 1/14/2019 4:24 PM

20 1/14/2019 4:21 PM

21 1/14/2019 4:19 PM

22 1/14/2019 4:10 PM

23 1/10/2019 2:22 PM

24 1/10/2019 7:08 AM

25 1/9/2019 8:43 PM

26

RESPONSES

Keep it up. Thank you.

Awesome survey =)

Faster internet. Information about where you can find what books and DVDs are available.

Even though I circled YES for coffee shop I am really Yes and No. No because it will take space 
that could be used for the actual library, staff will have sticky spills, trash to deal with and policing 
of patron's drinks. People may bring alcohol. YES because it is enjoyable to read with coffee or 
tea and YES because it would provide an opportunity for private enterprise - coffee truck - to 
provide the coffee, not the city.

Needs a fireplace

Nope.

Fast wifi

Nope

We need a vending machine and FAST INTERNET!

Fast Internet!

FAST WIFI!

Fast Internet!!!

Please fast internet

A coffee vending machine would be nice (and/or snacks) for while completing online classes.

A second story astronomy room with a telescope would be amazing! I would definitely use it. 

No

Best library in Alaska! (HEART)

No.

More kid-appropriate books

Please update technological devices faster.

Please update the computer software Please install Google Chrome on all of the computers 

No

Like the movies and documentaries videos

please make it so that people cant just sit outside in there vehicles in the parking lot. its creepy 
they can see whoever goes in and out.

Can you guys please get us fast internet!

I hope this project will work. At the same time changes are good. Thank you (comment edited)**
Library Staff... We do appreciate all your hard work and time....Thank you so much...

1/9/2019 4:36 PM

27 1/9/2019 2:07 PM

28 1/9/2019 1:41 PM

29 1/9/2019 1:26 PM

30 1/9/2019 9:40 AM

31 1/9/2019 9:25 AM

32 1/8/2019 6:11 PM

33 1/8/2019 6:08 PM

34

Keep up the great work!!!!

I was just in a book store where they had ladders to access higher shelves. it was a very 
interesting space and certainly added to the storage/display area within the existing building 
footprint. Not sure if we would have unruly kids climbing the ladders and building forts on the top 
shelves or finding some other way to misuse them if we incorporated them into our facility. 
(comment edited)**

The current library is excellent. Please don't fix anything that isn't broken!

ADA entrance is needed and required.

Thank you!

No.

Sometimes it is not the improvements that help the library, it’s the things that are overlooked that 
make it bad.

I love our library. 1/8/2019 2:42 PM
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35 1/8/2019 2:08 PM

36 1/8/2019 1:07 PM

37 1/8/2019 12:38 PM

38 1/8/2019 11:50 AM

39 1/8/2019 10:57 AM

40 1/7/2019 4:49 PM

41 1/7/2019 1:54 PM

42 1/4/2019 9:50 AM

43 1/2/2019 5:37 PM

44 12/26/2018 2:09 PM

45 12/24/2018 10:44 AM

46 12/22/2018 2:19 AM

47 12/21/2018 9:43 AM

48 12/21/2018 7:28 AM

49 12/20/2018 3:58 PM

50 12/20/2018 2:16 PM

51 12/20/2018 1:50 PM

52 12/20/2018 1:03 PM

53 12/20/2018 11:42 AM

54 12/20/2018 10:58 AM

55 12/20/2018 10:38 AM

56 12/20/2018 8:55 AM

57 12/20/2018 8:49 AM

58 12/20/2018 8:28 AM

59 12/19/2018 8:03 PM

60 12/19/2018 7:13 PM

61 12/19/2018 6:51 PM

62 12/19/2018 6:41 PM

63 12/19/2018 5:43 PM

64 12/19/2018 5:34 PM

65 12/19/2018 5:00 PM

66

The library staff does a great job.

Try to keep the kids and adult quiet spaces on opposite ends, some people let their kids run 
around and be loud for hours and it’s very distracting if you are trying to get work done for school. 
Keep space for the programs they offer for the kids, maybe sound proof those rooms though or 
sound proof the small adult study rooms of 4-6 people so that others are less disturbed by loud 
conversations

We have a wonderful library! I appreciate it just the way it is.

I love the library and uses it frequently. I would love to have a coffee shop in it.

thank you

I love this space and adore the children's room. The collection and variety of materials is great. In 
looking for the re-design, please keep in mind the community members who live in Unalaska full 
time, and also focus on quality of materials available, not just on seating and space (as this survey 
lends towards). I am excited to see the next stage of planning. Thank you for your dedication to 
the people of Unalaska.

None so far.

I would just like to reiterate the main things that are important to me.e 1. Large meeting place that 
could be used to teach a class that is larger that 25 people. 2.Place to purchase coffee and a 
place to drink it 3. A separate place to have class room dedicated for teaching computer 
applications, such as MS Office.

Comment removed.**

two story library

I'm excited to see how this turns out. I love our library.

No coffee no food. Just books and computers

no

I love the library as a resource for kids families and adults and am excited to see it benefit 
everyone more in our town with not much to do.

Please keep the library a quiet place to take in information. Too many libraries have turned into a 
daycare facility allowing noise and distractive behavior to become the norm. We have the PCR for 
noise and energetic activity.

The most important thing for me, at this stage in my library use, is that small children have a good 
space where they don't have to be particularly quiet and can learn to love the library. In a town with 
frequent poor weather days, the library can become one of several options for getting kids out of 
the house. It also allows parents to multi-task (and sometimes even work!) with kids around.

Thank you! The library is an important resource and social hub for Unalaska. It's used by diverse 
groups for many purposes. It's difficult to try to meet everyone's needs and the staff does a great 
job. The expansion will be great!

However put this survey together did a pretty good job. I liked it :)

The library staff is WONDERFUL

High speed internet. Bring Fiber to Unalaska!

more movies that horror

the inter-library loan service is vital

Overall, more natural light would be good. Otherwise, pretty solid plan.

I love that the library has eBooks available to read on my Kindle!

Good luck!!

I like having board games to check out. I think you should have video games available to check out

Survey asked for my age but did not ask if I would come alone... when I come to the library it is 
with my KIDS and or wife.

Separate kids from adults and study areas to minimize complaints from community members. 
Teen areas could have a door to open and close to minimize noise.

More conservative Christian nonfiction books with the additional space.

Is a great place and clean

I feel the used book area would loose out being mixed into the library. I am sure it is not a money 
maker but I could see it making a mess and getting lost.

You should put a mini movie theater in the library. 12/19/2018 4:35 PM
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